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Summary: In this lesson, teachers work in groups to study and present lessons from Unit 2 of the CS
matters curriculum. Each group will choose and analyze a lesson for how that lesson addresses specific
computational practice skills and course content. Then teachers should examine how that skill and
knowledge is assessed by the College Board. See Correlation of Skill, Content and Assessment.

Learning Objectives
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CSP Objectives
Big Idea - Professional development includes learning experiences and resources to ensure that teachers
understand how the subject(s) they teach addresses the Maryland content standards and the
relationships between the subjects they teach and other subjects in the curriculum.
LO 1a - Professional development includes learning experiences and resources to ensure that teachers
understand how the subject(s) they teach addresses the Maryland content standards and the relationships
between the subjects they teach and other subjects in the curriculum.
Big Idea - Professional development provides opportunities for teachers to examine, observe, practice,
and receive feedback on their use of research-based instructional strategies to help all their students
master Maryland content standards.
LO 1b - Professional development provides opportunities for teachers to examine, observe, practice, and
receive feedback on their use of research-based instructional strategies to help all their students master
Maryland content standards.
Big Idea - Professional development focuses on developing teachers’ understanding of and disposition to
acknowledge the diversity of student learning styles and needs. LO 4a - Professional development focuses
on developing teachers’ understanding of and disposition to acknowledge the diversity of student learning
styles and needs.
Big Idea - Professional development provides opportunities for teachers to develop and demonstrate the
knowledge and skills necessary to design and implement instructional and assessment strategies that
meet diverse student learning needs and help all students master Maryland content standards.
LO 4b - Professional development provides opportunities for teachers to develop and demonstrate the
knowledge and skills necessary to design and implement instructional and assessment strategies that meet
diverse student learning needs and help all students master Maryland content standards.
Big Idea - Professional development fosters a safe, inclusive, equitable learning community where
teachers, administrators and students participate in maintaining a climate of caring and respect.
LO 5a - Professional development fosters a safe, inclusive, equitable learning community where teachers,
administrators and students participate in maintaining a climate of caring and respect.

TOTAL: 110 minutes
Session 1 - 70 minutes
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Introduction and Overview (10 minutes)
The instructor will use the Unit 2 Lesson Preparation (https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1w1HSHG8H4np5D1tnwXtYHM2mUdJVFGSiVXwOSOq6wjQ) presentation for both sessions.
Slides 2-4: The instructor gives an overview of Unit 2.
Slide 5: The instructor explains that teachers should differentiate the activities and assessments in the
lessons in the CS Matters curriculum as needed in order to best meet the needs of their students. Teachers
should consider the following two questions as they review any lesson before teaching:
How will they

adjust for students who need more support?

What

strategies can they implement to reach students of varied interests and strengths?

Slide 6: The instructor explains the presentation specifications to the teachers:
Each group will choose a 50-min lesson session and a 10-min* portion of that lesson to teach.
Each 20-minute-long* presentation must include a brief overview of the original CS Matters lesson
including the context/background of the 10-min lesson portion
a teach-out** of the

10-minute* section from the lesson

any methods in
teaching needs.

which the group members would differentiate within the lesson to meet specific

Every teacher needs to present and should voice their recommendations if they vary from those of their
group members.
* 20-minute-long presentations assume 4 groups are all presenting in the same room during the
90-minutes allotted for presentations. If a given PD group has fewer groups in a given presentation space,
teachers can teach-out a longer portion of their chosen lesson, or other modifications can be made to fit the
90-minute time block.
** Emphasize to teachers that during the 10-minute teach-out, one or more of the group members need to
be acting as a teacher and presenting that portion of the lesson to the rest of the participants as if they are
students in the classroom. The 10-minute lesson portion is to be taught as it is described in the CS Matters
curriculum.
Slide 7: The instructor should decide in advance how many presentation groups to create based on the
number of participants. It is recommended that groups contain two to four participants for the sake of
productivity. In order to ensure that participants have the chance to work with a variety of people at the
workshop, the instructor can have teachers count off by however many groups are needed. For example, if
the instructor wants to have four presentation groups, teachers should count off in the following manner: 12-3-4-1-2-3-4-.... Then teachers should move so that all of the Group 1 teachers are sitting together, all of
the Group 2 teachers are sitting together, etc.
Note: If more than four teacher groups are needed, the workshop facilitators can hold presentations in more
than one room during the presentation time in Session 2. If this happens, then
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Slide 8: The instructor shows the following list of lessons from which teacher groups can choose for their
presentation:
2.12:

Functions, Parameters, and Return Values

2.14:

Functions: Scope and Abstraction (Session 1)

2.14:

Functions: Scope and Abstraction (Session 2)

2.16: Lists:

Creation, Traversal, Insertion, and Removal (Session 1)

2.16: Lists:

Creation, Traversal, Insertion, and Removal (Session 2)

Teachers can
by clicking on
and skim
presentation.

navigate to the lesson plans in the CS Matters curriculum at csmatters.org (csmatters.org)
"Curriculum" and then "Access Curriculum". They should look at the titles of the lessons
through the lesson plans to decide which of the above they will choose for their

Slide 9: The instructor informs the teachers that they have the remaining time in this session and will have
45 minutes in the next PD session to work on their presentations before presenting.
Teachers should fill out the Lesson Planning Sheet (https://drive.google.com/open?
id=1db1rwzm4hq500w3HgJeDAScN3m-8VFIwcUmJjaHp24Y) (one per group) and submit it to the instructor
(method to be determined by the instructor of PD). The sheet can be found in the Standardized PD
Resources folder. Note: the times listed in the presentation should be adjusted to fit the instructor's PD
schedule.

Lesson Preparation (60 minutes)
As teachers work, the instructor should circulate regularly to monitor progress and make sure that the
groups understand the specifications of the presentation. The instructor should also clarify any questions
that teachers have about the lesson on which they will be presenting.
Be sure that thought has been given to adapting the lesson to meet needs of specific student groups (i.e.,
students lacking prerequisite knowledge, English-language learners, etc.).
Each group should submit a copy of their filled-out Lesson Planning Sheet before the end of this session.
Slide 10: Review how teachers will teach out before the groups present.

Session 2 - 40 minutes
Finalize Presentations (10 min)
Teachers will spend this time putting the final touches on their lesson presentations. As before, the
instructor should circulate among the groups, checking that teachers understand the specifications of the
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presentations and answering any questions the teachers have about the lesson their group will be
presenting. Remind teachers that they are to teach the 10-minute lesson portion as it is specified in the CS
Matters curriculum and as if they are actually teaching it to a group of students (the audience members
during their presentation).

Teach Out (30 min)
Each group of teachers will give their presentations. The instructor should time each group to stay on-pace.
Depending on how many groups present and the lengths of the presentations, either have groups present to
one other group and switch, or allow groups to present to the entire class if there is time. The instructor
should facilitate a wrap-up discussion (e.g. after each presentation, after each set of presentations that go
with a specific lesson, or at the end of all of the presentations).
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